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The work of London-based design duo Nipa Doshi and Jonathan Levien is a celebration of different disciplines, cultures and methods — from visual references drawing on Doshi’s Indian background to Levien’s training in fine cabinetmaking. The husband and wife team, who met while studying at the Royal College of Art, established their practice in 2000. Since then, they have worked with some of the world’s biggest design brands, but that doesn’t mean they’ve stopped seeking new avenues for creative expression.

ICON I’m told that, Nipa, you’ve taken up Indian classical singing and that you both play [the Indian percussion instrument] the tabla. How’s that going?
JONATHAN LEVIEEN Really well. It’s actually my third year playing the tabla. I was looking to do something completely outside of design, to reach out into a different world and bring new ingredients into my work. There’s a time, rhythm and proportion in music that you can relate to design in a visual way. I also love learning transportable skills: yoga, taekwondo, classical music. These are things you can study and carry with you wherever you go.
NIPA DOSHI What I like is that it’s very abstract: Indian music is not something +
you read and play — you memorise it to the point you can improvise. It’s also mathematical — you have to stay within the frame of a 4–6- or eight-beat cycle, so you’re making a lot of calculations in your head. I’m a very mathematical person. I’m surprised when people think of my design work as more decorative or ornamental, because I think it’s very logical.

JL That balance between geometry and intuition is for me, very interesting. When I’m working with form, sculpting pieces, I like to explore the coming together of the two. Freeform comes from the heart, while geometry is when you apply rules and parameters. They’re necessary partners in design — that’s what leads to design with clarity and structure, but also with feeling and expression.

ICON How does that manifest itself in your work?
ND When we started out we did a lot of research-based projects, for example our installations for the Welcome Trust and our work with Intel, I was very comfortable doing projects that required strategic thinking, but that’s not enough for me — translating that into a product or campaign is where we come in as designers. Another example is when we’re doing pattern: the form of our Paper Plane chair, for example, resulted from how you could tailor the fabric so the lines met in a certain way. The Charpoy collection also has a strong grid, with the pattern of charpoy [an ancient dice game] embroidered on it. I did a lot of work in resolving the pattern to fit the shape. Similarly, with the Rabari rug, we started with a grid that disrupted it — like (improvising with) music.

ICON How did you develop the pattern for your latest collection for Kvadrat?
ND It started from an architectural point of view. It’s a collection of certain fabric, for use on large surfaces and buildings. When you look at them, you don’t really think of pattern — more of texture: machined concrete, perforated metal, iridescent glass. We put together a collection of hard materials when we were designing it.

JL That’s a big part of our work — letting the making process be an instrumental part of the outcome. For this project, we made panels in cast plaster and layers of tape, then cut into them and peeled off layers to create a chiaroscuro effect, with the illusion of light and shade. I love the idea that we’ve used a different material to generate ideas for a fabric.

ICON You mentioned architecture: do you have ambitions to work on that scale yourselves?
ND Yes. I’d love to design a museum, but I would focus on the other activities you’d do in the space apart from looking at art or objects. I think of museums as public or community spaces, where you go to feel good. If I go to the Tate, for example, I don’t always go to see an exhibition — there might just be one aspect of the space I want to be in. The SESC Pompeia in São Paulo is a fantastic example of that, because it’s a cultural centre but you also have elderly people who come there to read the newspaper, meet or have lunch.

JL I think architecture is a natural progression for us. Our work is in any case, a study in the relationship between people and their immediate space — we see objects as creating spaces around people, framing them. What’s really exciting about the idea of doing architecture is the social aspect. Our Das Haus installation for IMM Cologne in 2012 was an indication of how we would start an architecture...
“There’s a lot of beauty in the actions around design”

JL Yes, the complexity can be in the thinking, but it doesn’t have to be in the outcome.
ICON Do you ever disagree on your direction?
ND All the time.
JL Yes, we have to convince each other. I have to sell to Nipa quite a lot. It’s what keeps the whole thing alive – the constant need to reconcile our ideas.
ICON You’ve said previously that the starting point for your work is an exchange of cultures. Could you tell me more?
ND Jonathan comes from a culture of making. I come from a culture that is very visual. Then, of course, there’s the cultural mix of me coming from India and Jonathan being from the UK.
ICON I’ve found that in India we’re always worried about how we’re going to make something. I feel that when you grow up in a more industrialised country, where methods of manufacturing are more established, you’re more free – you feel you can make anything. When I started working, I had a limited knowledge of what was possible in terms of manufacturing. That was a big learning curve for me.
JL I think there’s a willingness in both of us to want a part of the other person’s world. For example, I would never come up with ideas like the Principessa daybed, or the Chappy or Kabir collections.
ND And I could never come up with the Alnora chair. I just don’t have that very industrial understanding of form. I can visualise a feeling, but not necessarily a piece of that complexity and yet simplicity. We work together because I want something Jonathan has that I don’t have.
JL I think that’s also what makes a beautiful space – contrasts and contradictions, when you combine something handmade with something industrial. I think our work is about creating a space that’s human, plural. That’s the kind of world I want to live in – where different kinds of architecture can coexist, where industrial design and handmaking work together, where you have sensuality but also rationality and precision, but with things left a bit open, the ephemeral and the tangible. For me, that’s what makes a beautiful world or a beautiful city.

“We have to convince each other. I have to sell to Nipa quite a lot”
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